Objectives: The aim of this study was to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of chemical shift imaging in vertebral compression. Patients and Methods: Forty-nine patients with vertebral compression with suspected malignancy or history of trauma were included in this study. MR imaging of the spine with standard conventional MR sequences and additional chemical shift imaging was done with 1.5 Tesla MR Unit. Regions of interest (ROI) were placed on the abnormal marrow of compressed vertebrae both on the opposed phase and on the matching in phase images and signal intensity (SI) ratio values (SI out-phase/SI-in phase) were calculated.
Background
Both malignant and benign vertebral compressions may show abnormal signal intensity changes in conventional MR images that may be similar and cannot be differentiated from each other. Normal bone marrow consisting of mainly fat should be found in benign compression; whereas, bone marrow infiltration in malignant ones leads to loss of fat. Defining fat in terms of signal loss in chemical shift imaging may differentiate these two entities, which have very different treatment algorithms (1).
Objectives
In this study, we aimed to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of chemical shift imaging in vertebral compression.
Patients and Methods

Patients
Forty-nine patients with vertebral compression with suspected malignancy were included in this study. None of the patients received radiotherapy before the study.
MRI Protocol
MR imaging of the spine with standard conventional MR sequences and additional chemical shift imaging was done with 1.5 Tesla MR Unit. Standard conventional MR imaging consisted of T1 and T2 weighted fast spin echo images in the sagittal and axial plane with short inversion time inversion recovery (STIR) images in the sagittal plane. Chemical shift imaging parameters in sagittal plane consisted of in phase images with repetition time (TR): 200, echo time (TE): 4.2, fractional anisotropy (FA): 30°and out phase images with TR: 200, TE: 2.1, FA: 30°. The duration of this sequence was only 37 seconds.
Image Analysis
Regions of interest (ROI) were drawn on the abnormal marrow of compressed vertebrae both on the opposed phase and on the matching in phase images and signal intensity (SI) ratio values (SI out -phase/SI-in phase) were calculated ( Figure 1 ). Three different measurements were done for each lesion and the average score was recorded by two radiologists.
Statistical Analysis
Student t test, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis and intraclass correlation test were used statistically.
Results
Patients
Forty-nine patients had 68 spinal lesions consisting of 49 benign and 19 malignant fractures. Eighteen of the cases were male and 31 of them were female. Their ages varied between 43 and 90 (average 65.8). Thirty-two of the 49 benign compression fractures were osteoporotic, eight of them were traumatic and nine of them were infectious. The history of all traumatic cases were falling from height. Three of infectious compressions were tuberculous spondylodiscitis, and six of them were diagnosed as brucellosis. Primary tumor was known in malignant compression fractures except in three of them. Primary tumors included lung cancer (n = 2), breast cancer (n = 2), lymphoma (n = 1), multiple myeloma (n = 7), thyroid papillary carcinoma (n = 4), and adenocarcinoma of unknown origin (n = 3). Two cases were operated and biopsy was executed to seven cases. Four cases were diagnosed with sintigraphy, four with Positron emission tomography-computed tomography (PET-CT) and two with imaging findings as well. Malignancy was ruled out with history, physical examination, laboratory results, and MRI findings as well. Patients were followed up for at least 6 months and final clinical data was the gold standard with both followup and biopsy results.
Image Analysis Results
All data were analyzed by SPSS for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA; Version 15.0).
Mean SI ratio of benign vertebral compression (0. 68 ± 0.29, range 0.13-1.53) was significantly lower than malignant SI ratio values (1.06 ± 0.10, range 0.96 -1.35)]. With student t-test, there was significant difference between benign compressions compared to malignant compressions (P < 0.001).
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was used to determine the optimal cut off value in malignant and benign lesion definition. The optimal SI ratio cut off value was found to be 0.96 for separating benign and malignant vertebral compression. Area under the curve (AUC) value observed as 0.92 (95% CI = 0.86 -0.99). According to that cutoff value sensitivity was 100% (95% CI = 82.35% -100%) and specificity was 86% (95% CI = 72.76% -94.06%).
Interobserver reliability was studied with intraclass correlation and results were statistically significant with intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) as 0.85 (P < 0.05). Statistical findings are shown in Table 1 and Figure 1 . 
Discussion
Diagnosing acute vertebral compression fractures as malignant or benign is highly valuable. However, imaging techniques such as X-ray, CT, scintigraphy and conventional MRI (T1W, T2W, and STIR sequences) used in differentiation may be insufficient. The collateral data such as 2
Iran J Radiol. 2017; 14(2):e42016. vertebral posterior element involvement, presence of paravertebral soft tissue, convex posterior border, intervertebral disc involvement, and contrast enhancement were also evaluated (2, 3). Vertebral compression fractures are seen frequently in elderly population and are mostly the result of osteoporosis. Other reasons are trauma, secondary osteoporosis, and infections. Lack of certain signs indicating malignancy or overlapping in conventional MRI findings require new methods for diagnosis (1) (2) (3) .
Diffusion weighted imaging has been used to evaluate vertebral compression and contraversial results have been published in the literature. Limitation of the sole usage of this technique was defined in different studies (4) (5) (6) . As a result, diffusion imaging in the spine can be complementary but cannot replace conventional sequences (7). Chemical shift imaging depends on different precession frequencies of water and fat protons due to differences in molecular environment. This method is widely used in adrenal gland and liver imaging, but a few studies were performed for the spine. Normal bone marrow consisting of mainly fat should be found in benign compression; whereas, bone marrow infiltration in malignant ones leads to lack of fat. Defining fat in terms of signal loss in out of phase chemical shift imaging is expected to occur in benign ones (Figure 2 ) where signal increase should be noted in malignant compression (Figure 3) (1).
In this study, we found good correlation and defined that chemical shift imaging is a useful technique in differentiating benign and malignant compressions. In the literature, Eito et al. (8) dicting noncompression, neoplastic and non-neoplastic compression fractures. In their study, the SI ratio value of three groups was significantly different (P < 0.01). The limitation of that study was that most patients did not show direct pathological correlation and their groups also included noncompression fractures (8) .
In a series of 25 patients, Erly et al. (9) found significant difference (P < 0.001) in the mean SI ratio for benign lesions compared to the malignant ones. This study also had the limitation of direct pathological correlation that was overcome by clinical follow-up. Another point mentioned in this study is the effect of radiotherapy in malignant tumors. As radiotherapy causes fatty infiltration, malignant SI ratio values return to benign limits following radiotheraphy, although standard MRI sequences remain abnormal (9) . Patients treated with radiotherapy were not included in the study. Ragab et al. (10) studied chemical shift imaging in 40 patients of whom 20 were osteoporotic and 20 were neoplastic compressions. They claimed that cut off value of 35% on out phase images can be used to differentiate between the osteoporotic and neoplastic vertebral wedging with 95% sensitivity. Statistically, we defined the optimal SI ratio cut off value for separating benign and malignant vertebral compression as 0.96 with a calculated sensitivity of 100%, and specificity of 86%. Our results were in concordance with a study conducted by Zidan et al. that defined cut off value as 0.91 and very close to studies carried out by Erly et al. and Ogura et al. (11, 12) .
Overlap was recorded in three osteoporotic benign patients with SI ratio value of 1.33, 1.19, and 1.07. Whereas, no overlap was found in malignant ones. False positive results were defined as fatty infiltration due to previous radiotherapy or marrow fibrosis in other studies, but our patients did not have both conditions (11) . False negative results were defined as sclerotic metastasis with evident susceptibility and possible fat containing metastasis are also rare (11, 13) .
Our study is consistent with studies performed for spinal chemical shift imaging in the literature. This method that has been observed to be highly efficient to identify pathologies such as bone marrow infiltration that leads to varieties in treatment protocol and survey, contributes significantly to conventional methods. There are some additional advantages of this technique such as short time of acquisition, no requirement for additional equipment, and simple evaluation. In conclusion, chemical shift MR imaging adds much to conventional MRI, which can be used in differentiating benign or malignant vertebral compression with high sensitivity.
